konferens, 1861, p.54.

18 Vaecoposten (modern spelling) is still the official organ of the Swedish Baptist Union.


MAGNUS LINDVALL teaches church history at the Betelseminariet in Bromma-Stockholm, is a member of the Swedish Baptist Historical Committee and is preparing a doctoral thesis for the University of Lund.

* * * * * * * *

BAPTIST HISTORICAL SOCIETY SUMMER SCHOOL

DUNBLANE, STIRLING, SCOTLAND

23rd to 26th June 1988

Members and friends are invited to the delightful Scottish Churches House at Dunblane for our next Summer School. Speakers will include Donald Meek, Watson Moyes and Derek Murray on Scottish Baptist themes; guest lecture on Bunyan by Dr Neil Keeble of Stirling University; Dr Ken Brown of Belfast on 'Baptist Patterns of Ministry in the Twentieth Century', plus other speakers and a visit to the Thomas Coats Memorial Church, Paisley. Inclusive cost: £65.

Special Saturday theme, 'Baptists in Scotland', including visit to Paisley. Day visitors: £15.

Would visitors from the south like to make it a 'Baptist History Week'? Leave Oxford or Bristol 22nd June, returning 29th June. Visits to Tewkesbury, Goodshaw, Edinburgh, York, Bunyan country. If thirty members make a week of it, the total cost would be £210.

Apply NOW to Revd E. S. M. Coleman, B.A.
131 Hazelhurst Road
King's Heath
BIRMINGHAM B14 6AG

* * * * * * * *

NOTE